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EG2 Experiment target in GEANT3
Solid (C, Al, Fe, Sn, Pb) target 

simultaneously with deuterium target 

Carbon fiber

Solid 
target

Liquid D2

Rohacell foam scattering 
chamber

Experimental details
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Liquid target empty Liquid target full 
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Hadronic multiplicity ratio
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Disagreement between two independent analysis done Santa María 
University group (SMU)  and by Raphael Dupré (RD). 

5.5.   



  

● Xf definition: The difference in the MR using one definition or the other is 
    ~0%.      

● Vertex Cuts:  RD has tighter cuts in the Z coordinate for electron than     
           SMU, but the difference in the MR using one set of vertex 
           or the other one is ~0%.

● Phi Implementation: The difference in the MR using one definition or 
  the other is  ~0%.

● Run Numbers:   Two set of Run Numbers, the difference in using one 
           set or the other is less than ~0.5%. 

● Particles Identification: After some modification in SMU the agreement 
  between both analysis is of order of ~1%.

● Simulation Set:  Apparently this is the most problematic, different 
simulation set gives very different results.
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● Acceptance Correction Implementation:  RD    → event by event
                                                SMU  →    bin  by bin
Here is only compared the bin by bin case.

● Number of dimension in the acceptance:
  

SMU → 5D (Xb, Pt2, Q2, Pt2, Phi)
RD    → 4D (Xb, Pt2, Q2, Pt2)
In SMU analysis the difference between 4D and 5D in MR is 
for the most part within ~1%.
In RD the difference between 4D and 5D goes up to ~10%. 
and beyond that at high Zh.

● Requirement of the electron as the first and only particle in the 
event: 

No studied here, but should not make any important 
difference.

7.7.   



  

List of observations/suggestions List of observations/suggestions 
from the committeefrom the committee

● Apply the same vertex cuts in the simulations. Study the absence of the 
Y-vertex offset in part of SMU simulations.

● In SMU analysis use tighter timing cuts in TOF PID for pions with P < 2.7 
GeV

● In the PID for high momentum pions (P > 2.7 GeV) understand the 
difference between Chereckov counter method (SMU) versus TOF (RD). 

● Find the differences in the overall acceptance.  Make a comparison of 
the generated events between the two analyses.  Compare the different 
parameters in the Pythia input.

● Study the number of simulation bins dependence on final analysis.
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● At data level the discrepancy goes up to ~4%, 
mainly for lead.

● At Acceptance Corrected level the discrepancy 
is ~10% for most of the range, and for high Zh it 
goes up to ~25%.

To see the source of this discrepancy, the following 
points were studied:

1.1.Y offset in SMU simulations.Y offset in SMU simulations.
2.2.Cerenkov Counter efficiency. Cerenkov Counter efficiency. 
3.3.Comparison between generated events for both analysis.Comparison between generated events for both analysis.
4.4.Parameters in the Pythia input.Parameters in the Pythia input.
5.5.Comparison between Data and Reconstruction.Comparison between Data and Reconstruction.
6.6.Z shift in RD analysis.Z shift in RD analysis.
7.7.Change in the binning choice.Change in the binning choice.
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1. Y offset in SMU simulations1. Y offset in SMU simulations
Y

BEAM
 = 0 vs Y

BEAM
 = 2 [mm] in simulations

(40% vs 60% of whole available data)

To study this the whole simulation files were divided into three categories:

● No Y shift  →   Only the set of simulations with no Y shift.

● Y shift       →   Only the set of simulations files with Y shift.

● Together   →   Both cases together, files with and without the Y shift.

Multiplicity Ratio was plotted for all this 3 distinct cases.

10.10.   



  

Effects of the acceptance, for SMU only, in the Multiplicity Ratio, for the Acceptance 
done with the three set of simulations, for each target separately:

Conclusion... 
this changes the results, 

but is not the main source of the
 discrepancy observed

11.11.   



  

2. Cerenkov Counter efficiency2. Cerenkov Counter efficiency
For the positive pion identification, in SMU analysis, there is a threshold value in the 
momentum at P=2.7(GeV/c), above this, the CC technique is used, before that it is 
T.O.F technique.  

ΔT distributions for 
P > 2.7, in Red 
Positive Pions, in 
black positives 
particles, for SMU.

Same plot for RD case, 
it takes the full peak

This is a big difference between the two analysis, ...

12.12.   



  

Now, if in SMU analysis used the T.O.F method for all P, without making the distinction 
at P=2.7, and also the cuts in ΔT  for P < 2.7 are tighter, so it takes only the peak, the 
discrepancy between both analysis decreases:

Both Analysis agreed within ~1% 
difference at data level
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Effect of this new cuts for positive pions in the Acceptance for SMU analysis:

Conclusion …
The effect is minimal

14.14.   



  

3. Comparison between Generated events for both analysis.3. Comparison between Generated events for both analysis.

RD
SMU

*this is for 
Carbon, the 
behavior is the 
same for the 
other targets.
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4. Parameters in the Pythia input (SMU)4. Parameters in the Pythia input (SMU) 16.16.   
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5. Comparison between Data and Reconstruction, 5. Comparison between Data and Reconstruction, 
for SMU analysis.for SMU analysis.

Reconstruction
Data

The mayor difference with RD is at high Zh

Zh, RD case

24.24.   



  

6. Z shift in RD analysis.6. Z shift in RD analysis.

In SMU analysis the vertex cuts is the same for data than for Simulations, and is the 
same for all targets, but for RD is different, is one set for data and another for 
simulations, for data a sector dependent shift in Z is applied

The two analysis have two independent set of vertex cuts:

SMU
RD

RD has a tighter 
cut than SMU.

25.25.   



  

Z distribution for the electron in the Reconstruction, the shadow region is the vertex cuts using 
the shift (the same vertex as in data) and the black lines are the vertex without any shift
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To see the effect of this Z shift in simulations, for RD case, the MR is calculated for 
both cases:

Applying the same cuts in data and in simulations leads to an increment 
in the acceptance effect in the normalization factor.

In Red is the effect of the correction in the number, in percentage. 

27.27.   



  

The difference between the MR with the acceptance performed With the Z shift 
 and without it is plotted here:

Difference in  the Multiplicity Ratio, 
when the Z shift is applied or not in the simulation

(No_shift – 
Shift) / Shift *100

For RD case it doesn't matter if the Z shift is applied or not in the simulation

28.28.   



  

7. Change in the binning choice
Up to this point we have been using the same binning, with equidistant width for all 
the variables

*Q2 and Pt2 are in GeV2,  Zh and 
Xb are dimensionless by definition 
and Nu is in GeV. 

The new binning is shown here, the same number of bins are used, but the width is 
variable for all, except for Zh:

This new binning was chosen to have in 
each bin approximately the same 
percentage of events, the idea now is to 
explore the impact of this choice in the 
Multiplicity Ratio.

29.29.   



  

New Normalization factors, for electrons, with the variable width bins:

In Red is the effect of the correction in the number, in percentage 

Comparison with the previous 
case, for the case of all the set of 
simulations together

The new binning makes the effect of acceptance
 in Fe smaller, now is ~2% instead of ~5%. 

Now for the three targets the effects of 
acceptance is less than 2.5%

30.30.   



  

The comparison between both cases, old binning (equal width) and this new binning 
(variable width), just for SMU case:

The new choice of binning mainly put the acceptance effect down, but the most 
clear effect is in Iron, now behaves like the other targets.
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None of this modifications in the analysis has change the MR curve so significantly 
that could lead to an explanation about the original discrepancy between the analysis, 

at Uncorrected Data Level, both analysis are in reasonable agreement (~1%), 
but with acceptance Correction there is still a mayor difference

32.32.   



  

5-D acceptance correction comparison for 
Carbon, including LEPTO based simulations 

made by Orlando Soto

33.33.   



  

4-D acceptance correction comparison for 
Carbon, including LEPTO based simulations 

made by Orlando Soto

34
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EG2 Experiment target in GEANT3
Solid (C, Al, Fe, Sn, Pb) target 

simultaneously with deuterium target 

Carbon fiber

Solid 
target

Liquid D2

Rohacell foam scattering 
chamber

Experimental details37



  

Liquid target empty Liquid target full



  

Experimental Variables

 – energy transferred by the electron, = initial energy of struck 
quark, (2 ~ 4.5) GeV here

Q – probe, (1 ~ 4) GeV2 here

zh – Energy fraction carried by hadron; 0<zh<1

pT – hadron momentum transverse to virtual photon direction

Φ – hadron azimuthal angle to virtual photon direction

                                               EBEAM=5.014 GeV



  

Hadronic multiplicity ratio



  

Data analysis procedure

• Data Taking, Calibration and Processing During EG2 
Experiment .

• Development of Particle Identification Scheme for 
electrons and pions. 

• PYTHIA 6.319 Adaptation to the EG2 Experiment. 

• EG2 Target implementation in the GSIM. 

• Simulation and Reconstruction with GPP included

• Acceptance Calculation and Simulation Results analysis.

• Electronic and Hadronic radiative corrections.

• Fiducial Cuts and the analysis of Their Effect on the Final 

Results. 



  

Electron cuts
 Signals in all detectors"DCPB", "CCPB", "SCPB", “ECPB"
 0 < Status < 100
 Charge = -1
 StatCC > 0, StatSC > 0, StatDC > 0, StatEC > 0, DCStatus > 0, SCStatus = 33
 Nphe > 25 (S0 and S1); 26 (S2); 21 (S3); 28 (S4 and S5)
 Momentum > 0.75
 Ein > 0.06
 Time(EC) – Time(SC) – (Path(EC) – Path(SC))/30.
 Etot / 0.27/1.15 - 0.2 < Momentum < Etot / 0.27/1.15 + 0.4
 0.8 * 0.27 * Momentum < Ein + Eout < 1.2 * 0.27 * Momentum
 Eout is different of zero
 Fiducial Cut (made by Lorenzo Zana and approved in several analysis)
 Vertex cut (sector by sector)

Additional cuts on electrons
 Q2 > 1
 W > 2
 Y = Nu/E

BEAM
 < 0.85 (to remove the region where Rad Corr.s are large)



  

Electron vertex cuts
43



  

Positive pions cuts
 0 < Status < 100
 Charge = 1
 StatDC > 0
Momentum < 2.7 (low energy)
 StatSC > 0
 Momentum dependent ΔT cut
Momentum > 2.7 (high energy)
 Nphe > 25
 Chi2CC < 5 / 57.3

ΔT = Path
e
(SC)/30. - Time

e
(SC) – Time

Pi
(SC) – 0.08 - -Path

Pi
(SC)/30. * 

Sqrt((0.139570/Momentum)^2 + 1)



  

ΔT cut and its impact on mass dist.



  

ΔT cut and its impact on mass dist.



  

ΔT cut and its impact on mass dist.



  

Beta vs Momentum for positive particles
48



  

PYTHIA 6.319 parameterized for CLAS energy.

400,000,000 simulated events; 100,000,000 each for 
carbon, iron, lead and deuterium targets. 

For semi-inclusive pion electro-production at a fixed 
beam energy one needs to specify six independent 
kinematical variables. One of the variables can be 
chosen to be the electron polar angle in the laboratory 
frame. In the absence of any transverse polarization of 
the target or the beam, polar angle can be averaged.

Acceptance correction



  

Double target in GSIM

Events generated by Pythia inside GSIM are distributed 
homogeneously along the targets



  

Y
BEAM

 = 0 vs Y
BEAM

 = 2 [mm] in simulations

(40% vs 60% of whole available data)

51



  

Simulated Z vertex dist.s in all sectors with 
and without 2 mm shift

Still should be studied if the shift on the Y position of the target may have an effect
on acceptance correction.



  

Variable # of bins Lower limit Upper limit Bin width

Q2 6 1.0
4.0

0.5

x
B 5 0.12 0.57 0.09

z
h 10          0. 1. 0.1

p2
T 5 0. 1. 0.2

φ
pq 12 -180. 180. 30.



  

Some comparisons between the  
analysis of Raphael Dupré (RD) and 
the SMU analysis performed by 
Sebastian Moran

Different components of two analysis to be discussed:
- PID
- Vertex cut
- Acceptance correction method
- Acceptance correction dimension
- Simulated data set



  

4-D acceptance correction comparison between 
RD and SMU analysis
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4-D acceptance correction comparison (only 
simulation set is different)
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5-D acceptance correction comparison between 
RD and SMU analysis

57



  

Vertex cut comparison between two analysis
58



  

4-D vs. 5-D in each of analysis separately
59



  

5-D acceptance correction comparison for 
Carbon, including LEPTO based simulations 

made by Orlando Soto
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4-D acceptance correction comparison for 
Carbon, including LEPTO based simulations 

made by Orlando Soto

61



  

Discussion on SMU acceptance 
corrections 



  



  

Since in our analysis 4-D vs. 5-D acceptance render the same result then for simplicity 
we will discuss 4-D case

For 4-D acceptance correction the number of bins in the grid is: 
6 × 10 × 5 × 5 = 1500 bins.

The number of bins with data either in the real data or reconstructed simulation is:

Carbon:  587 bins (solid target)
Iron:        588 bins (solid target)
Lead:      587 bins (solid target)

Carbon:  587 (liquid target)
Iron:        586 (liquid target)
Lead:      586 (liquid target)



  

Bin statistics



  

Bin statistics



  

Bin statistics



  

Radiative Corrections
The radiative corrections are performed by HAPRAD-CPP code based on the 
paper: I. Akushevich, N. Shumeiko, A. Soroko, Eur. Phys. J. C 10, (1999) 681–
687.

By contracting leptonic and hadronic tensors we get:
       

 A, B, C constants are extracted as 5-D functions through fitting of whole data set for all 
targets separately       

H1, H2, H3 and H4 Structure function, required to run the code, are derived from A, B, 
C constants.



  

Fitting function is69



  

Phi Problem (exp. of failed fits)



  

Phi Problem (Chi2 dist. for all bins)



  

RC factors per phi bin, red points correspond to the average 
correction using HAPRAD-CPP:

72



  

Backup slides



  

Multiplicity Ratio Dependence on Zh in different Q2 

and  bins
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Multiplicity Ratio Dependence on  in different Q2 and Zh bins



  

Multiplicity Ratio Dependence on Q2 in different Zh and  bins
76
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